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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1899-The Simmons Continent.

This was a relatively remote location in Star Kingdom.

Although the Simmons family was not considered the top power of Star Kingdom,

their strength should not be underestimated either as they had two Saints.

Especially their grandmaster Sahar Simmons, who was a veteran True

Saint. 1

He had lived for hundreds of thousands of years, longer than Tai, Cosmo, and

others.

Even though he was injured and still had not recovered, no one was willing to mess

with the Simmons family with him around.

No one could tell how many trump cards and tricks a veteran True Saint who had

lived for hundreds of thousands of years had hidden.

No one wanted to nd out for themselves.

Sahar had been in seclusion for recuperation, and he rarely came out to move

around.

The entire Simmons family was now in the hands of Nek, the second strongest

member of the family.

As one of the two Saints in the family, he had absolute authority in the Simmons

family.

It could be said that he was an existence that carried words of enormous weight,

and he always kept his word.

No one dared to refute his opinion.

Nek was different from other Saints.

Before reaching Saint Realm, he spent most of his time in seclusion. He was very

low-key and rarely engaged in outside activities. He was focused only on

cultivation.

At that time, Nek was not a particularly prominent talent.

At most, he could only be ranked in the top ten or so of Star Kingdom.

However, he was the rst one to break through to Saint Realm among the other

geniuses of that generation.

Such a result blinded so many people at that time.

A guy at the bottom of the rankings unexpectedly caught up and became the rst

one to break through to Saint.

Many top-ranked geniuses could not accept it.

There were so many people ranked before Nek. Hence, logically speaking, it should

not have been his turn.

Even so, the facts were right in front of them.

They had to accept it no matter what.

After breaking through Saint Realm, Nek began to indulge in his desires.

He began enjoying a life of luxury.

Money, beauties, treasures, and the adoring gazes of others were all his favorites.

It was as if he wanted to make up for everything he had not enjoyed before

breaking through to Saint Realm.

At this time, Nek was enjoying indulging in a life of luxury and leading a befuddled

existence.

As he sat in front of the hall, he was surrounded by several gorgeous beauties

serving him.

More than a dozen dancers were dancing below too.

All of the women had one thing in common.

They all had to be naked.

In the hall, there was only one man, Nek.

This was extreme extravagance.

If he were in the ancient times of the Somerland on Earth, he would be the

muddleheaded king with his name going down in history as a byword for infamy.

Nek looked at the beautiful women around him and started to lose interest.

These women were certainly amazing, and their looks and bodies were topnotched.

However, they were still far from the seven fairies and seven high priestesses of the

Iridescent Sect.

Unfortunately, these were the best women he could nd in the Simmons Continent.

The Iridescent Sect would recruit the top beauties in the entire Star Kingdom.

One side featured the best of the Simmons Continent while one side featured the

best in all of Star Kingdom.

There would naturally be differences when comparing the two.

‘Gosh!’ Nek sighed silently.

As he recalled the trip to the Iridescent Sect not long ago, he regretted it.

Not only did he not get Celeste, the previous high priestess, he even failed to bring

back any of the seven fairies.

Other than that, he was also taught a lesson by the reputable elder of True Saint of

the Iridescent Sect.

What a loss.

As he thought of Celeste’s allure and her seductive body, Nek felt hot all over.
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